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A

FOR TH

DIP1CT CURRFiT 'FTHOD

!REAStJRF?ENT OF T}IE ELECTROLYTIC
CONDUCTAiCE OF SOLUTIONS
INTRODUC TI ON

Eireet current methods for the measurement o1
the electrolytic conductance of solutions have been
known sThee the work of Newbery
literature In 1918.

()

appeared In the

The work of Eastman (2) appeared

In 1920, closely followed by that of Marie and Noycs (4)

in 1921.

Newbery

arid

Eastman both oniployed methods

which Involved the introduction of direct current Into

the opposite ends of a cell so designed that the oleetrode reaction products could not enter the portion of
the eel]. containing two reversible electrodes,

potential difference

between these

latter

The

electrodes

was measured, as well as the current through the cell,
and the resistance between them computed with Ohrns

law.

The methods

of both

of these

workers were theoret-

Ically sound, but they confined their Investigations
to sr"iutions with concentrations well above those of
the greatest theoretical Interest.
The method

of Marie and Noyes (4) employed a

rather unique circuit consisting of a

Viheatstone bridge

which could be used to measure either direct or alternating current resistances.
measured the

With this bridge they

resistance between

two hydrogen

electrodes

placed In the solution under investigation.

tions with concentrations

For soDi-

below O.5N they obtained very

good agreement between their direct current

and

alter-

nating current conductances, but theIr agreement with
the then currently accepted values differed by as much
as one per cent.

Since the publication of the very accurate work

redetermination of the
conductance of potassium chloride,

of Jones and Bradshaw (3)

alternating current

on the

and the resulting development of standard reference

solutions for conductance measurements, there has
appeared only one published work employing a direct
current method which attempted to compare direct and
alternating current conductances (i).

In this work,

by Andrews and ?artin, the ternperature control, potent-

iometer circuit, and cell design were such that the

results obtained were not accurate past the fourth
significant fìgure.

They claimed that their value

for the equivalent conductance of O.O1N potassium

chloride agreed to within 0.035 per cent with
obtained by Shedlovslcy (7).

when

it

that

This is not surprising

is considered that they

employed the same

experimentally determined resistance to calculate both
their cell constant and their

value

for the equivalent
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conductance of O.O1N potassium chloride.

The agreement

of their other reported results with those of Shedlovsky

were not nearly as close, however.

Their value for

O.00ON potassium chloride, an extremely dilute solution where alternating and direct current conductances
should show their closest agreement, deviated from that
of'

Shedlovsky by C.

per cent.

Another criticism that can be nade of the work
of Andrews and Martin is that a plot of their

A

values,

calculated for each concentration by the Onsager equation, vs. concentration fails to yield a regular curve

with positive slope.

Actually the plot of their data

yields a very irregular curve, the greater portion of

which has a negative slope.
After consideration of the methods described
above, it was felt that further investigation into the

development of a direct current method for measuring
the conductance of solutions was justified.

in dilute

solutions where it is to be expected that alternating

current and direct current conductances

wil].

show their

closest agreement, the only direct current work done has

been that of Marie and Noyes

arid

of Andrews and 1artin.

The work of Larie and Noyes was done before the stan-

dardization of reference solutions by Jones and Bradzhaw,

4

and did not include invcstigation of'

solutions.

potassiwii

chloride

The results of Andrews and Iartin were

based on the standard reference solutions of Jones and

Bradshaw, but, as already mentioned, the accuracy of

their results is questionable,
For this present work a cell

was designed on

the

same principle as those employed by Eastman (2) and

Newbery (5).

This design permitted introduction of'

direct current through two

hydrogen electrodes into the

ends of a horizontal tube containing the solution under

investigation.

These electrodes will henceforth

referred to as the "primary electrodes".

be

The cell

design also permitted the Introduction of two investigating electrodes along the tube of solution separating
the two primary electrodes.

These investigating elec-

trodes will henceforth be referred to as the "secondary
electrodestt.

J

determination of the resstance of the

solution contained in the section of the tube between
the two secondary electrodes pernitted calculation of
the specifIc conductance of the solution by the equa-

tien

x

K/fl,

where x is the specific conductance, R is

the measured resistance, and K is the cell constant,
The equivalent conductance of the solution follows from

the equation/\

1000K/c,

where

A

is

the equivalent

conductances K Is the

poc1fIc conductance, and

e

Is

the concentration In equIvalents per liter of solution.

The measurenent of the resistance of the solution

contained between the secondary electrodes was made In
the following rannr:

-

A constant direct current was put through the

I.

cell between the primary electrodes.
The potential drop, Ep, across a known resis-

2.

tance, R1, connected In scries with the cell was measured

with a potentiometer.

This permitted calculatIon of the

current through the cell by means of Ohm's Law in the

E/R1.

form I
3.

electrodes,

The potential drop across the secondary

E,

was then measured with the potentiometer.

The resistance, R, of the solution contained between
these electrodes was then calculated by means of Ohm's
Law in the form R

E3/I.

EXPERT WENTAL
The constant temperature bath er .ployed In this

work maintained a temperature of 2,OOO*O.002 degrees
A Beckman thermometer equipped with read-

centigrade.

Ing lens was used to ìeasure the temperature.

thermometer was calibrated against

This

platinum resist-

a

ance thermometer which had been calibrated by the

Bureau ot Standards.
A schematic drawing of the conductance cell,

Including hydrogen electrodes, that was employed In
this work. is shown in Figure

1.

primary electrodes, while S

and

dary electrodes.

and P2 are the two

P

are the two secon-

2

The length of connecting tubing

separating P1 and S

and S1 and

approximately

2

14 centimeters, while that separating

approximately 12 centImeters.

2

and P2 Is

The only dimensIon that

is critical Is the length of connecting tubing separat-

ing

S

and

s2

as this separation determines what the
,

cell constant Is to be.

The cell constant can not be

accurately determined from the dimensions of the cell,
but a rough calculation can be made which will give the

approximate separation of ß

and

needed to give a

cell constant of any desired magnitude.

The cell Itself

FIGURE

I

DIRECT CURRENT CONDUCTANCE

CELL

C

Q

was constructed

rrorn a

OO milliliter round bottom

flask, three six-Inch test tubes and 14 mm pyrex tubing.
The

OO milliliter flask was Incorporated Into the coli

design In order to perriIt thorough mixing of the solution without the necessity of removing it from the celi.
For clarity, Figure
partrnents

arid

1

shows the electrode

corn-

connecting ttbIng extending straight out

from the large electrode compartment.

Actually, In

order to make the cell more compact, the connecting

tubing was bent Into an arc of approximately 300°around
the base'of the large electrode compartment.

This sr-

rangement not only made the cell more compact, but also
provided a convenient base upon which the col) would
stand while not clamped In position In the constant

temperature bath,

Hydrogen electrodes were employed

ifl

the con-

ductance cell because the hydrogen electrode is the best
reversible electrode available.

Also, the hydrogen

electrodes could be introduced Into the solution without
fear of contamination.

If some other electrode had been

used, a salt bridge to make electrical contact would

have been needed, and the danger of contamination by

diffusion Into and out of the bridge would have been
appreciable.

Another factor favoring the use of the
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hydrogen electrode Is that lt Is reversible to any solutiori

containing hydrogen Ions.

This makes lt possible

to employ the hydrogen electrode In any aqueous solution

which will not be reduced by hydrogen.
To increase the reversibility of the electrodes,

the platinum tips of the electrodes were platinized in
the following rranner:
1.

They were dipped in hot nitric acid, rinsed

well, and flamed in a reducing flame.
2,

They were then platinied in a

per cent

chioroplatinic acid solution containIng a trace of load
acetate.

Two electrodes were platini7ed simultaneously

by making each the cathode alternately through the use
of a reversing switch.

The p?atlnizing process was con-

tinued until the coating of platinuï black was

of'

suffi-

oient thicness to hide the sheen of the metal base.
3.

The electrodes were then thoroughly rinsed

with distilled waters made the cathode in a 5 per cent
sodium hydroxide solttion for a few seconds in order to
remove any chlorine, and again rinsed thoroughly.
4.

Finally the electrodes were made the cathode

in a 10 per cent sulfuric acid solution for one minute
in order to saturate them with hydrogen.

They were then

thoroughly rinsed and suspended in distilled water until

'o

needed,
The !ydrogen electrodes were held In position In

the conductance cell by rubber stoppers. A reflnenient
of the apparatus would be to replace the rubber stoppers
with ground

1ass fittings.

This would assure exact

reproduction of the positioning of the electrodes from
one determination to the next.

ment, however, that the

It was found by experl-

cell constant

by vertical displacement of

Is not

affected

the electrodes by as much

centimeters. The reproducibilIty of the positionIng of the electrodes permitted by the rubber stoppers
as

2

was *2 millImeters, so In this work It was assumed that
the cell constant remained unchanged.
The hydrogen used with the electrodes was a good

grade of commercial tank hydrogen.

Before Introduction

into the electrodes It was bubbled through a solution of

potassium

permanganate, a

slum hydroxide,

and

solution of the

same

finally

the conductance cell.

O per cent solution of potas-

thermostatted
composition as that contained In
through a

From this latter bubbler the

hydrogen was led through a manifold equipped with four
stop-cocks leading to the four electrodes.
A diagram of the electrical circuits employed

this work is shown In Figure 2.

P1 and P2

,

and

in
and

j-i

FI

G URE

TO TYPE K
P OTENTIOtETER
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2 show the prThary arid secondary electrodes oÍ

the

variable 10,000 obri resistance guaranteed by the ranufacturer to be accurate to
0.05 per cent. The accuracy with which this resistance is known does not affect the accuracy of the calconductance

cell.

R1

Is

a

culated values for equivalent conductance.

setting of 5,000 ohms was maintained on

The same

the resistance

box during all the measurements, so any error would be
contained in the cell constant and would cancel itself

when the

cell constant

conductance.

B2

is

a

was used

10000

ohm

box used to control the current
cuit.

to calculate equivalent

variable resistance
flow through the

Sw1 and 6w3 are double pole double

cir-

throw switches

wired to operate as reversing switches.

Sw2 is a double

pole double throw switch, while Sw4 is a

single blade

knife switch.

The Leeds and Northrup Type K potentlo-

meter used had been calibrated by the Bureau of Standards.

B is a 12 volt storage battery, two cells of

which were used as the source of the direct current
which was employed in this work.
The grade of potassium chloride used to prepare

all the solutions used in this work was Baker's Analyzed,
Special.

The only impurity that would appreciably

affect the measured conductance of solutions prepared
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from this sait would be the Insoluble tnatter.

Analysis

showed 0.002 per cent insoluble matter, which is negligible.

Before use the salt was ignited to 700° centi-

grade in a platinum crucible and then cooled in a

dessicator over phosphorous pentoxide.
of the solute, except

those

an

All weighings

for the 0.01 demal solu-

analytical balance

tions, were nade

ori

brated

The weighings of the solute for the 0.01

weights.

demal solutions were made on a

manner

al]..

figures.

rnicrobalance.

In this

expressed by five significant
conductivity water usec] in all solutions

weights were
The

was obtained

Í'rom

a

tin

lined

Barnstead hard water

The water was collected in steamed out,

pyrex

with cali-

flasks

500 milliliter

stoppered with tinfoil covered corks.

water was collected with 50

per

still.
The

cent excess steam is-

suing from the condenser of the still, and had a spedfie conductance of 1.40 ±0.01 x 10

ohm'

cm''

when first

taken from the still.
In preparing the 0.1 and 0.01

demal

solutions,

the water was weighed on a heavy duty analytical balance

that was accurate to *5 milligrams.

equipment used in

preparing the

tions was calibrated before use.

The volumetric

0.O1N and 0.00ÌN soluDuring the

prepara-

tion of the 0.001W solutions, a nitrogen atmosphere was
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maintained until introduction of the solution into the

conductivity cell.

In this mariner, contamination of

the solutions by the air was reduced to

a minimum.

The cell constant of the direct current conduct-

ance cell was

too large

to permit the measurement of

the specific conductance of the conductivity water.

For

this reason, its specific conductance was measured in a

conductance

conventional

ent bridge

cell

with an alternating curr-

circuit.

The technique employed in making a measurement

of the direct

current

conductance of

a

solution is as

follows:
1.

brium

With the

with. the

cell

and

its

contents in equili-

constant temperature bath, and with a

slow, steady stream of hydrogen bubbling In the elec-

trodes, direct current was passed through the cell

through the primary electrodes by closing
(See Figure 2).
2.

Sw2

and

Sw1

and Sw4

Sw3 were then closed to the appro-

priate positions, and the potential across R1 was meas-

ured with the potentiometer.
'

between

2

and

was then reversed, and the potential
was

measured.

Sw1 and Sw3 were then reversed, and the above

operations were repeated with the current passing
through the cell in the opposite direction.
The above procedure was repeated until ten pairs

of readings were obtained.

Due to the high resistance

in the circuit when measurements were being made on
ore iiute solutions, the ga1vanoneter was slow to
respond to a small difference between the

the

potential

being measured and that of the potentiometer.

This

source of error, which could be reduced by the use of
a more sensitive measuring circuit,

or by increasing

the number of measurements, as was done here, was the

chief cause of the observational errors encountered in
this work.
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EXPER IMENTAL RE SULTS
Table I shows a typical set of data obtained

with a 0.1 demal potassium chloride solution in the
cell.

The column showIng the position of 5w1 and 5w3

shows the direction of flow of the direct current

through the cell.

The values for the current through

the cell appearing in Table

were obtained as shown in

3.

the following typical calculation:
I

E/R3

1.3980/5000

2.7960 x 10"amperes

Table I

Solution:
R1:
R2:

0.1 dema). KC1
5,000 ohms
5,000 ohms

Position of
E
SW1 and 8w3 (volt)

E5
(volt)

I

(amp)

R
(ohm)

1.3980
1.3985
1.3972
1.3988
1.3979
1.3983
1.3977
1.3968
1.3976
1.3963

0.3584
0.2789
0.3561
0.2789
0.3532
0.2838
0.3510
0.2869
0.3460
0.2906

2.7960
2.7970
2.7944
2.7976
2.7958
2.7966
2.7954
2.7936
2.7952
2.7926

1281.8
997.1
1274.3
996.9
1263.3
1014.8
1255.6
1027.0
1237.8
1040.6

Forward
Reversed
F
R
F
R
F
Ft

F
R

x 10"

Average

(iF +
(ohm)

s

1139.

1135.6
1139.1
1141.3
1139.2
11)O *1
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The values for the resistance of the solution contained

between the secondary electrodes were obtained as follows:
R

E5/I

O.384/2.796O x 1O"

1281.8 ohms

It can be seen that the values obtained for R

were not the same for current flow In one direction as
they were for current flow in the opposite direction.

This discrepancy

in

the calculated values of R arose

because of unavoidable polarization of the secondary
electrodes,

This polarization resulted in the develop-

ment of a permanent
S2.

The polarity

of'

potential difference between

this potential difference remained

constant and acted as an additive factor to

current

S1 and

flow in one direction and as a

for

subtractive fac-

tor for current flow in the opposite direction.
to correct for this factor,

In order

the resistance values calcu-

lated for current flow in one direction were averaged

with those calculated for current flow in the opposite
direction.

As can be seen from Table 1, this procedure

resulted in resistance values of fair constancy.
The average of the averaged resistances was used
to calculate the cell constant as shown in the following

typical calculation:
x of 0.1 demal KC1:
x of conductivity water:
x of solution:
R of' solution:

0.0128560
1.90 x l0
0.0128579
1139 ohm

ohm' cnr
ohnr' cm'
ohnr'

cm

18

K

..JCB

cm'

(O.O12879) (1139) - 14.6

The sample of conductivity water whose specific
corc1uctance was measured was kept as nearly as possible

under the same conditions as the solution.

Its conduct-

ivity was measured immediately before measurements were
made on the solution, and again immediately after the
last measurement had been made on the solution.

The

average of the two sDecific corductances of the water

was taken as the value to he corrected for when calculation of the ccl] constant was made.
Â

typical calculation of the equivalent conduct-

arme of a 0.0Th potassium chloride solution is shown

be low.
R of solution:

10,334 ohm
14.63 cnr1
2.10 x 10"ohm

K (cell constant):
K
)

f

conductivity water:

(Sotution) a K/R

(14.63)/(10,334)
a

X (0.O1N KC1)

cm

0.O014l7

0.001417

-

ohnr'

cm'

2.10 x 10

- 0.0014136 ohnr1 cnr'

A

lO3X/c

In Table 2 arc

(iO) (0.00l4l36)/l0
141.3 ohm -' cnr' eq'
tabulated the data used to calcu-

late the cell constant of the conductivity cell used in
this work.

Table 2

B

KC1 Solution

)

Cell Constaxi

of 1120

(ohm'

(ohm)

cm)

(cnr')

0.1 flemal

1,139±1

1.90±0.0]. x 10

14.65*0.01

Demal

1,138 ±3

2.40

14.63 tO.04

0.].

0.01 Denial

10,347 *3

0.01 x 1O

2.78 ±0.01 x

10'

14.61 ±0.004

Average t

14.63

0.01

Table 3

KC1 Solution

B
(ohm)

of
(ohm

)f

1120

ãm')

fl

(D.C.)

(ohnr' cnr' eç')

A

(A.C.)
(ohm' cnr' eq')

0.OÎN

10,334 ±3

2.10 *0.01 x 10-'

141.4

0.1

141.36

0.001N

98,740 *30

1.44 *0.01 x 10

146.7 ±0.1

146.97
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Table 3 shows the aata used to

a1cuiate the

eu1va1ent conductance of 0.O1N and O.001N potassium
chloride, the values obtained,

arid

the values obtained

by Shedlovsky (7) using an alternating current method.
Shedlovsky's values are used here as a comparison because his excellent work

curate available.

i

accepted as the nost ac-

Shedlovsky based the calculation

of'

his eel]. constant on the value obtained by Parker and

Parker

(6) for the

potassium

chloride.

srecH'lc conductance

of'

0.1 dernal

The multiplication of Shedlovsky's

values for equivalent conductance by the ratio of Jones
and Bradshaw's specific conductance value to that of

Parker and Parker will adjust them to the Jones and

Bradshaw standard solutions.

Th.e

Shecilovsky values

appearing in Table 3 have been so adjusted.
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DISCUSSION OF BrSULTS

objective oÍ this work was to determine 1f a
c1rect current method for the measurement of the electrolytic conductance of solutions could be deve1ope,
arid, if so, how 3lrect current concuctances corpared
with those obtained by alternating current methods. The
The

direct current method developed

appears to be

a

satis-

required Is far less
apparatus required to con-

factory one, and the apraratus

expensive

than would be the

circuit of

struct an alternating current measuring

corn-

parable precision.

The direct current method does have

some disadvantages,

howevEr.

In spite of

all

the pre-

cautions taken, lt was found that the secondary electrodes of the cell became polarized to

small rotentjal difference

arising

sorne

from this

tien remained very nearly constant during a

extent,

The

polarizagiven serles

of measurements and, as previously mentioned, could be

corrected for.
rnlnlnm.m,

In order to keep

this polarization to

a

however, it was necessary to replatinlze the

electrodes whenever the solution In the cell

changed.

Jas

Also, when the conductances of the more dilute solutions

were being measured,

the high resistance

of th

circuit

mode lt very difficult to measure the potential difference between the secondary electrodes accurately.

This

22

difficulty arose from the fact that the galvanorncter
v'as

very slow to respond to

a

sia11 difference in the

potential being measured and that of the potentiometer.
To decrease the error caused by this difficulty lt was

necessary to make a large number of measurements.

This

fact contributed a great deal to the Inconvenience of
the method.

using
a

a

This difficulty could also be overcome by

rore sensitive measuring circuit, or by using

conductivity cell with a smaller cell constant.
The factors which limit the accuracy of the re-

suits reported in this paper are the measurement of

potential difference, and the uncertainty of the con ductance due to the water.

This latter factor, which

is appreciable only in solutions more dilute than 0001N,

arises not from the accuracy with which the conductance
of the water can be measured, but rather from the cliff i-

culty encountered in keeping the waters whose conductance Is measured, under exactly the
the solution.

saine

conditions as

It can be seen from Table 3 that the

value obtained for the equivalent conductance of O.001N
potassium chloride in this work differs from that of

Shedlovsky by 0.2 per cent.

Shedlovsky's values are more

accurate than those obtained in this work, so It Is

assumed that the direct current value Is the inaccurate

23
oìe.

It Is quite ïrobable that the inaccuracy of the

resut arIses from

the use of

ari

incorrect value for

the conductivity of the water,
In the preparation of the 0.1 and 0.01 demal

solutions used to obtain the celi constant all weights

were accurate to five significant figures, so errors in
the concentrations

of'

the solutions were negligible.

The assigning of a probable error of ±0.01 to the cell

constant was justified because the mean of the probable
errors of the indivIdual values for the cell constant
was of the same order of magnitude as the probable
error of the mean of the three values.

Vben the values obtained in this work for the
equivalent conductance of 0.0B

and 0.00lÌT potass1un

chloride are compared with those of Shedlovsky, they
show that alternating and direct current conductivity

measurements, within the limits of error in the direct

current method, yield the same results,

Although the

direct current method described in this paper is a
feasible one which would, with slight modifications,

yield results comparable In accuracy to those obtained

by the best alternating current methods, it is much
less convenient to use than alternating current methods.
It will probably never replace alternating current

24

nethods for the measurement of the conductance of solutions, but the direct current method does serve as a

verification of the soundness of alternating current
methods, and as such is weil worth investigation.
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